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Nguyên Lê
Overseas
ACT 9874-2 (CD) 
Nguyên Lê (g, b, elec), Ngô Hồng Quang (v, 
dàn nhi fiddle, dàn môi jaws harp, dàn 
bâu monocorde, dàn tính lute), Illya Amar 
(vibraphone, MalletKAT, T’rung bamboo 
xylophone), Trung Bao (beatbox), Alex 
Tran (perc, d), Lê Thi Van Mai (dàn tranh 
zither), Nguyên Hoàng Anh (bamboo sáo 
f), Minh Dàn Môi (dàn do bamboo perc), 
Cuong Vu (t) and Chris Minh Doky (b). 
Rec. March-November 2018

“I grew up knowing 
that I was a ‘Viêt 
Kiêu’ – an overseas 
Vietnamese, born on 

soil other than that of my parents’ 
homeland, yet harbouring 
dreams of a country that was 
very distant,” explains guitarist 
Nguyên Lê. His new album, 
made 22 years after Tales from 
Viêt-Nam and following what he 
terms “five other Vietnamese 
albums”, “sets out to reflect upon 
how cultures migrate, develop 
and mutate throughout their 
journey”. In fact, Overseas was 
conceived as the soundtrack for 
the stage show of the same 
name directed by Tuan Le, the 
lead choreographer for Cirque 
du Soleil, and brings together 
jazz, hip-hop, rock, reggae, 
electronica and traditional 
Vietnamese music. As that list of 
ingredients suggests, it’s a 
remarkable piece of super-
saturated global music. Lê is a 
guitarist of huge musical 
ambition and accomplishment; 
other projects include a fine Jimi 
Hendrix tribute (Purple, 2002). As 
Lê says: “Today I am Vietnamese 
and a citizen of the world, and 
my music wants to express this, 
and to bring out the creativity of 
the country as it is now. Which is 
why this album and this show 

have been shaped by so many 
talents.” Trung Bao’s beatboxing 
adds another unexpected 
dimension, including on the 
centrepiece sequence, the 
seven-part ‘Overseas Suite’. 
Robert Shore

Joe McPhee & 
Paal Nilssen-Love
Song For The Big Chief
PNL Records PNL046 (CD) 
Joe McPhee (ts, pkt-t) and Paal Nilssen-Love 
(d, perc). Rec. December 2017

When Joe McPhee 
and Paal Nilssen-
Love played together 
on the evening of 9 

December 2017 at Cafe OTO, the 
great drummer Sunny Murray, 
who had died two days earlier, 
was very much in their thoughts: 
Song For The Big Chief, its title a 
hat-tip towards Murray’s 
formidable 1968 album Big Chief, 
is their mournful yet cathartic 
tribute to a free-jazz pioneer who 
clearly meant the world to them. 
The 23-minute long title-track is 
subtitled ‘Old Man River’, but this 
is no straight reading of 
Jerome Kern’s song. McPhee, 
unaccompanied at first, hints at 
its melodic outline as he weaves 
around it a montage of 
references to other songs of 
remembrance: I hear ‘Come 
Sunday’, ‘Going Home’ and 
‘When The Saints Go Marching 
In’, but perhaps there are others 
too. McPhee migrates from 
playing with an Ayler-like 
exaggerated, throbbing vibrato 
to something more innate; 
Nilssen-Love enters abruptly, 
felt-covered timpani sticks 
racing over tom-toms, and the 
two men build a slow-moving, 
heartfelt ritual that occasionally 
spills over into raw vocalisation. 
Two shorter tracks, ‘Knox’ and ‘A 
Fantasy for Lester’ – Bowie rather 
than Young – maintain this 
tautness of construct and depth 
of emotion in music dedicated to 
forefathers never to be forgotten. 
Philip Clark

The Ed Palermo 
Big Band
The Adventures of Zodd 
Zundgren
Cuneiform Records Rune 440 (CD) 

Ed Palermo (as, g), Cli�  Lyons, Phil Chester, 
Bill Straub, Ben Kono, Barbara Cifelli (reeds), 
Ronnie Buttacavoli, John Bailey, Steve 
Jankowski (t), Charley Gordon, Mike Boschen, 
Matt Ingman (tb), Bob Quaranta (p), Ted 
Kooshian (syn, sampler), Paul Adamy (b), 
Ray Marchica (d), Katie Jacoby (vn, v), Bruce 
McDaniel (g, v) and Napoleon Murphy Brock (v). 
Rec. 17 July 2016-2 June 2017 

A Lousy Day in Harlem
Sky Cat SC181202 (CD) 
Ed Palermo (as), Cli�  Lyons (as, ss, cl), Phil 
Chester (as, ss, f, picc), Bill Straub (ts, cl, f), 
Ben Kono (ts, f, ob), Barbara Cifelli (bs, bcl, 
cl), Ronnie Buttacavoli, John Bailey, Steve 
Jankowski (t), Charley Gordon, Mike Boschen 
(tb), Matt Ingman (btb), Bob Quaranta (p), 
Ted Kooshian (keys), Paul Adamy (b) and Ray 
Marchica (d). Rec. 17 July 2016-2 June 2017 

 “The thing about this 
record is, I wanted it 
to be jazzier,” says Ed 
Palermo of his new 
disc, A Lousy Day in 
Harlem, which 
features tunes by 
Ellington, Monk and 

Trane in addition to a slew of 
originals. Palermo leads one of 
the best big bands in 
contemporary music so you 
would think that jazz – authentic 
jazz, jazzer’s jazz, shall we say – 
would be his stock-in-trade. But 
no: more typical of his recorded 
output is last year’s The Adventures 
of Zodd Zundgren, a mash-up of 
the catalogues of Frank Zappa (a 
constant reference point for 
Palermo) and Todd Rundgren. 
Both albums are great examples 
of the arranger’s art, united if not 
by their 
compositional 
sources then 
by their 
penchant for 

humour. Zodd Zundgren is more 
gag-filled – Zappa liked a musical 
laugh, so that goes without 
saying, really – but there’s wit and 
pathos in the cover image to A 
Lousy Day, which has Palermo 
sitting alone in front of the very 
same brownstone apartment 
building on East 126th Street in 
New York where Art Kane 
assembled 57 musicians on 12 
August 1958 for his famous image 
A Great Day in Harlem. Happily, 
Palermo’s regular band turned up 
to accompany him on the musical 
contents within, and it’s hard not 
to warm to the tap-dance solo on 
‘The One with the Balloon’. 
Robert Shore

J. Pavone String 
Ensemble
Brick and Mortar
Birdwatcher Records CDBW012 (CD) 

Erica Dicker, Angela Morris (vln), Jessica 
Pavone and Joanna Mattrey (vla). 
Rec. May 2018 

New York-based 
violist, composer and 
improviser Jessica 
Pavone has made a 

speciality of writing for string 
quartet, though Pavone string 
quartets usually aim to 
reconfigure the conventional two 
violin/viola/cello 
instrumentation. Her 2009 album 
Songs of Synastry and Solitude
took away one violin and added a 
double-bass, while this latest 
project looks the other way by 
scoring for two violins and two 
violas, which strips out the lower 
octaves. From the duo she shares 
with guitarist Mary Halvorson to 
her other composition projects, 
Pavone has long been fascinated 
by the tension caused by riding 
disarmingly direct melodic lines 
over structural obstacle courses. 
The five pieces of Brick and 
Mortar run to little over 30 
minutes, and not a note is wasted. 
Her opening piece, ‘Hurtle and 
Hurdle’, establishes a chain of 

simple triadic patterns that 
gradually fall out of 

synch – then get 
reworked into an ornate 
overlay of lines and 
curves. Although all 

Jessica Pavone

Ed Palermo
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J. Pavone String Ensemble: J. Pavone String Ensemble: Brick and Mortar Brick and Mortar 
Birdwatcher Records

Brick and Mortar is the premiere recording from Jessica Pavone's J. Pavone String Ensemble, which
features two violins (Erica Dicker, Angela Morris) and two violas (Pavone, Joanna Mattrey).
Recorded at Brooklyn's Issue Project Room in May 2018, the recording follows three solo viola
releases by the Astoria-based composer: Knuckle Under, Silent Spills, and In the Action. Formed in
2017, the quartet format enables Pavone to further develop ideas examined in the solo project,
things such as repetition, long tones, block forms, and the sheer physicality of sound.

One of the more salient aspects of the material on Brick and Mortar (the title deliberately chosen,
obviously) is its tactile dimension, the material fact of four string instruments sounding together;
it's also a strongly visceral music that's enhanced by the performances' live feel (according to
Pavone, the recording includes a single, tiny edit). Architecture is also paramount, specifically the
way pieces are structured so that certain sections last for set times and cells of different lengths
result in gradual shifts in the sound. Though Pavone gravitates towards a set compositional form,
she allowed a modest amount of indeterminacy to enter into certain tracks; a given piece might
have a predetermined beginning and end, for example, with the middle part allowing for some
degree of variation.

Brick and Mortar is music of significant power; though a modest number of players performs, the
sound generated is large and imposing. In using the word block to speak of her music, Pavone
identifies one its key aspects, its thickness, a quality that asserts itself especially vividly when the
players assemble into mass formation and generate long tones. Individual soloing is eschewed, the
emphasis on group expression and through-composition.

Bowed strings saw furiously through the opening Hurtle and Hurdle, their keening expressions like
wails; although the violin and viola are both upper-register instruments, contrast is present between
the upswinging figure of the violins and the churning undertow of the violas, and while bowed tones
dominate, pizzicato playing emerges at the end to close the circle. In Lullaby and Goodnight, unison
lines gradually separate into individual expressions, the violins producing whistling, high-pitched
tones while the violas see-saw underneath. The rocking rhythm is consistent with the lullaby form,
but in this case the strings' droning lends it a haunting, even macabre edge.

The hypnotic title track unspools a thick drone of overlapping tones for nine electrically charged
minutes. With the material unfolding at the pitch of a controlled howl, a rustic quality in the strings
brings the music's plaintive dimension to the fore. Sooner or Later proves as hypnotic when the
players execute their phrases at different tempos and pitches, the result a swirling colossus of
sound; Pavone's capacity for surprise is evident here also in the shift that occurs midway through
the piece, the sound mass stopping abruptly to be replaced by a stabbing melodic figure that leads
into another dense cycle of staggered patterns.

The plaintive quality present in the title track emerges even more forcefully in the closing By and
Large, with Pavone and company ending the set with affecting expressions that while forceful
exude longing and tenderness. At thirty-five minutes, the release might be a tad short by CD
standards, yet feels perfectly timed as a musical expression and registers as a complete statement.

October 2019

 





















27/05/2019 / NAZIM COMUNALE

JESSICA PAVONE, In The Action

Lunghi fili sospesi tra edifici fatti di finissima sabbia, cattedrali di vento, origami 

elettroacustici. Questo disco coglie la violista americana nel pieno dell’azione e 

dell’ispirazione, con quattro ampi movimenti che spostano l’aria. Sottile e celeste come 

ossigeno di altura, la musica di Jessica Pavone è un vero e proprio viaggio oltre le nuvole 

e dentro il nostro cosmo interiore. Lo stesso senso di meraviglia estatica in un qualche 

indicibile luogo tra minimalismo, contemporanea, ombre di bluegrass e memorie jazz che 

anima il violoncello dell’olandese volante Ernst Reijseger. Musica perfetta per le migliori 

visioni di Werner Herzog: da qualche parte il profilo di Tony Conrad ad annuire sornione, 

Morton Feldman si accende una sigaretta e noi restiamo rapiti dall’ascolto di questi 27 

minuti di esplorazioni delle possibilità di uno strumento in solo, nudo o trattato attraverso 

un sapiente uso degli effetti (“And Maybe In The End”). Questo terzo lavoro in solo per la 

musicista, già al fianco di eminenze grigie del calibro di Anthony Braxton,William Parker e 

John Zorn, oltre che con la chitarrista Mary Halvorson è semplicemente magnifico. “Look 

Out – Look Out – Look Out” è un labirinto noise dove lo strumento suona completamente 

trasfigurato; schegge, specchi rotti, fragori, vampe, rumori, dolore, bellezza che stilla 

intatta dalle crepe di questo mondo in frantumi. Un suono potente e magmatico come 

potrebbe essere quello di un Phill Niblock o di un rumorista d’assalto convertito alla 

musica da camera. Oppure la risposta per strumento ad arco alla discesa negli inferi del 

respiro di Spelunker, il progetto per sax alto aumentato e feedback di Piero Bittolo Bon, o 

un frammento dell’Helicopter String Quartet di sua maestà Karlheinz Stockhausen.

Non si lascia definire questo audiolibro dalle pagine bianche, questo imprendibile monu-

mento agli dei dell’Ascolto Profondo, cangiante e lucente, scuro e possente; la title-track 

chiude con un perfetto abbraccio tra fragranze dei monti Appalachi (già tanti hanno gi-

ustamente insistito sui parallelismi, meno paradossali di quanto apparirebbe a prima 

vista, tra certo minimalismo e alcuni rami del secolare albero folk) ed esplorazioni al 

confine tra rumore e silenzio. Come un cuore indomito che batte, pulsa vita il suono in 

quest’ultima composizione, in perfetto equilibrio tra grazia e furore. Guardiamo fuori, 

guardiamo fuori, guardiamo fuori. E forse nella fine…














